The walk down the aisle, the first kiss, your initial moments as husband and wife. When every moment is
so very precious, how can you be sure that your cherished memories will remain forever?
You can trust Prestige to capture the timeless moments of your wedding day and preserve those precious
memories in an heirloom storybook worthy of your special day.
Our studio’s artistic vision and techical expertise will help you transform your wedding day into an
exceptional love story to be relived again and again.
Experience and devotion to our craft has taught us to observe unobtrusively from behind the lens. We are
able to capture each enchanted moment.
As you will soon discover, planning a wedding can be overwhelming, but you’ve already taken the first
step by making the call to us for your wedding photography. This informative brochure will provide you
with a wealth of information about our services. After you review the information, your next step will be
to make an appointment to visit with us to discuss your photography expectations, to help you decide if
Prestige is right for you.
We are looking forward to meeting you!

https://www.facebook.com/prestigephoto

Pricing is for 2017-18 weddings, subject to change.
All images © Prestige Photography

Mark A. Campbell, M. Photog., Cr., CPP API

Mark Campbell has been photographing weddings since 1983 and opened Prestige
Photography & Video in 1989. Since then, he has developed a unique style of
contemporary wedding photography, which blends elegant formal portraits, artistic
environmental images, and spontaneous candid photographs. His creative talents
have received widespread attention, drawing clients from well outside the immediate
area, having photographed weddings in Los Angeles, Florida, and New York, as well
as throughout the tri-state area.
He has earned the degree of Master of Photography (M.Photog.) and Craftsman
Photographer (Cr.) from the Professional Photographers of America. Mark is also a
Certified Professional Photographer (CPP) PPA Approved Photographic Instructor
(API).
Mark is a past president of the Professional Photographers of West Virginia and
Triangle Photographers Association. He has represented West Virginia on PPA’s
National Council, and currently serves as the chairman of the PPA Bylaws, Rules
and Ethics Committee.
Mark regularly enters his portraits in state, regional and national competitions.
His images and albums have been awarded numerous first place trophies in state,
regional and national competitions. Mark has won several Kodak Gallery and Fuji
Masterpiece Awards, and his image “Fishermans Wharf” was selected for the
PPA’s prestigious Loan Collection Book, and was featured on the cover—an honor
given to just one image out of approximately 5000 entries. Since then he has had
3 additional images selected for the Loan Collection and was named the 2015 WV
Artist of the Year.
In addition to Mark’s skill as a photographer, he is in high demand in the
photographic industry as a speaker and instructor, sharing his knowledge and talent
with other photographers all over the country. His first book, “Inspire Yourself” was
released in early 2017 and contains work from his more creative efforts such as his
unique underwater series “Beneath the Surface.”
Mark has an easy-going personality which makes everyone feel comfortable
working with him. He truly loves his work, and it shows in the portraits he creates.
He is blessed with a unique talent for creating awesome images which will be
treasured for a lifetime! And he did NOT write this bio

A symbol you can trust
When you hire a photographer for your wedding, you want the best. Unfortunately,
anyone can claim to be a professional photographer—so ensuring that you get the
best photographer for the job can be a difficult task. To make it easier for you, the
Professional Photographers of America offers the Certified Professional Photographer
program through the Photographic Certification Commission.
As the leading certifying agency and association for imaging professionals, PPA’s
Certification Program is recognized throughout the industry as a sign of excellence.
When you see a photographer displaying the Certified Professional Photographer
seal, you can be assured that he is among the less than 3 % of all imaging professionals
who have successfully completed and maintained out requirements.

What is Certified Professional Photographer?

Certified Professional Photographer (CPP) is a designation granted by the
Photographic Certification Commission, the world’s leading certification agency
imaging professionals.
Those who have earned the CPP designation have passed a comprehensive written
exam measuring their technical expertise, and have successfully submitted their work
to a panel of judges for review and approval.
Every five years, Certified Photographers must renew their credentials by participating
in continuing education programs and periodically submitting work for critical
evaluation. This helps assure you that Certified Photographers maintain their level of
expertise and continue to develop new skills and techniques.

Your Assurance of Quality

Every day Certified Professional Photographers record the most important moments
in life. And while every situation brings new challenges, you can be assured that the
Certified Professional has the creativity and skills to deliver the best possible images
for you.
Be assured that when you enter a studio that displays the Certified Professional
Photographer emblem, you will be dealing with a professional who is dedicated to
providing you with the highest level of professionalism and expertise available.

Fees and pricing are a two step process. First, there is an
all inclusive fee which covers the photography, planning
and everything through the day of the wedding (wedding
day coverage may include pre-ceremony formals, ceremony,
location portraits, and extends through up to three hours of your
reception.) This fee ranges from $3,000 to $5,000 depending on
the level of service required and length of time on the day of
the wedding itself.
ALL wedding collections require some type of physical product
to be included, such as albums, wall portraits, prints or digital
files. These products and prices can vary greatly but as a guide,
a typical custom designed and printed album for the bride and
groom which includes nearly all of the images from the wedding
day would require an investment in the neighborhood of $3,500.
Elsewhere in this brochure you will find current pricing for other
available products.
To get an exact quote for a total investment, a face to face
consultation is required to determine your needs.

All Photography Collections Include:
•
•
•
•
•

Rehearsal attendance and planning help
Engagement and Bridal Portrait Sessions with Newspaper Announcement Photo
Referral & Recommendation Services
Free Internet Previewing & Secure Online Ordering for out of town family and friends
Social media files of all edited images

Size Recommendations for Wall Art
Ultimate Wall Portrait

(appropriate for display above a sofa or fireplace)

30 by 40 inches

Large Wall Portrait

(appropriate for display above a sofa or fireplace)

24 by 30 inches

Medium Wall Portrait

(appropriate for display above a loveseat, chair or occasional table)

20 by 24 inches

Small Wall Portrait

(appropriate for display in a small area or as part a grouping)

16 by 20 inches or 11 by 14 inches

Individual Portrait Pricing

Additional Portrait Items

ultimate wall portrait........... 1,499. classic portrait collage.................... 495.

Square format is also available. Pricing is based on the longest side.
All portraits framed by Prestige are guaranteed for life.
If anything happens to your portrait for any reason, we will replace it at no charge.

~30x40, unframed

~framed portrait collages contain 3-5 images

large wall portrait................... 999. petite portrait collage...................... 375.
~24x30, unframed
medium wall portrait.............. 599. ultimate portrait collage.......... from 899.
~20x24, unframed

small wall portrait................... 399. designer folio collection................. 295.
~16x20 or 11x14, unframed

gift portrait................................ 79.
~8x10, 5x7 or 4x5, unframed

~8 of your favorite images, artistically presented in a customdesigned folio. May also be created as an 8-image wall strip

keepsake portrait book................... 425.

~up to 30 of your images presented in a one-of-a-kind press
printed book. Suitable as a parent’s album

8 wallets (one pose).................. 69.
16 wallets (one pose)................ 99.
slideshow of all edited images... 99.
24 wallets (one pose).............. 125. dvd
~with minimum $300 portrait order only
48 wallets (one pose).............. 175.
96 wallets (one pose).............. 225. digital files................................... 2,500.
~full set including printing rights

